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Whether you have a rough concept for your
book, or you’ve completed the first draft, I can
help! My goal is to preserve the authenticity of
your words, tone, and writing style, allowing you
to release a book that accurately represents
your vision.

With Joseph Editorial Services, I do more than
correct spelling and grammar. I help authors
unlock the potential in their words, so they can
stand out in the literary industry!

Joseph Editorial Services is a business that
caters to authors. My customizable services and
flexible payment options are designed to
ensure all authors have access to professional
editing without breaking the bank. 

I look forward to the opportunity to help you
bring your vision to life!

Megan Joseph
Founder, Joseph Editorial Services

Hello
there!
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Why Choose Me for Your
Manuscript?

One of the things that makes me different from other editors
is my commitment to the author's words. I think far too often,
editors impose their own will on a manuscript, almost forcing
authors to rewrite it so it meets with the editor's convictions.
I've seen many talented authors give up on writing because
they've been critiqued too harshly by an editor. Each time, I
was deeply saddened at the callousness with which the
writer was treated. Somewhere along the way, editors
became synonymous with tearing up books and changing
their foundation, rather than assisting the author to enhance
what they wrote. That’s not okay, and it’s something I’m
seeking to change one author at a time.

My mission is to preserve the authenticity of your words,
thoughts, and vision for your book. It is my job to help you
present your words in a way that is easily digested by the
reader, so nothing impacts their ability to see the picture
you've painted. 

Your words deserve to be heard as you wrote them, with
your intention intact. Allow me the opportunity to show you
the difference it makes to have an editor who is focused on
helping you grow rather than changing your perspective.

Joseph Editorial Services

will always remain faithful

to your voice. It's a point

of pride for me to see an

author who has been

beaten down by the

industry finally release

their book…and then to

watch readers bestow

praise on them for the

work. 
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Who I've Worked With

Four-Time New York Times Bestselling Author Wahida Clark,
Amazon Best Selling Author and Publisher K.C. Mills,
Amazon Bestselling Author Jahquel J.,
Amazon Bestselling Author and Publisher K. Renee,
Amazon Bestselling Author and Publisher Nikki Brown,
Amazon Bestselling Author Nako,
and Amazon Bestselling Author Miss Jenesequa.

USA Today Bestselling Author Jessica Cage,
Amazon Bestselling Author E.M. Lacey,
USA Today Bestselling Author Theresa Hodge
E.L. James,
Matthew Francis Johnson,
Janee Thompson,
Tia Sirrah,
and Marvin Mason.

Amazon Bestselling Author Misster Ray,
Amazon Bestselling Author Thaddeus Matthews,
Tina Fobbs,
Dr. Derek Darden,
and Monica Steele.

Known initially for working with urban authors, I expanded my areas of
expertise to include several other fiction genres. In the urban genre, I have
worked with authors like: 

In the young adult, new adult, fantasy, thriller, and romance genres I've worked
with authors like:

Recently, I added nonfiction manuscripts to my repertoire and assisted several
influencers and thought leaders release bestselling memoirs, biographies, and
self-help books, like:
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COMMUNICATION

OFFICE HOURS
M - F  9:00am - 5:00pm EST

Closed on Federal Holidays

SOCIAL MEDIA

WEBSITE
www.JosephEditorialServices.com

@JosephEditorialServices

01

02

03

04

Before you book an editor, it is
important that you take the time to ask
questions so you can make an informed
decision. You may ask me anything you
like via email or schedule a brief call.

ASK QUESTIONS

I provide several payment options, so
please let me know which works best
for you. After this, I'll submit the
contract to be e-signed and invoice
requesting the deposit or your initial
installment.

SCHEDULE PAYMENT AND SIGN
CONTRACT

Please send your manuscript as an
unlocked Microsoft Word document as
soon as possible, so I can begin
working and return the initial edit on
time. My editing style is to build, not
overwhelm, so revisions will be
provided in stages as we complete
multiple rounds.

SEND MANUSCRIPT FOR INITIAL
EDIT

Communication is essential! After the
initial edit is returned, please let me
know when you're available to discuss
the manuscript. Following this, we'll
begin the next round of editing. If you
have questions at any point, please
email me. 

SCHEDULE YOUR
CONSULTATION

My Process

CONTACT DETAILS

+1.855.946.EDIT (3348)
All calls must be scheduled

Info@JosephEditorialServices.com
Jacksonville, FL
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Payment Options

Choose how often you'll pay. You can pay
monthly, bi-weekly, or weekly.

Figure out how much you'd like each
payment to be.

SELF-DIRECTED INSTALLMENT PLAN:

YOU CHOOSE HOW MUCH YOU PAY
AND HOW OFTEN

One of my goals is to be accessible to every author who
desires to use my services. To achieve this goal, I offer a
variety of payment options, so you don't have to stress
over how you're going to pay for your edit. I don't want
anything to stop you from getting the high-quality
editing services you and your manuscript deserve!
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Use Zelle, Square, or PayPal to make your
installments.

Use your estimate or email your word count
and desired service(s) to find out the total
cost of services.

Let me know your proposed payment
schedule.



Standard Editing Package

A little clean-up to get your
book ready for publication.
This package works well for
authors who release often
(monthly), are signed to
publishers, or those who have
released several books.

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

0.014 PER WORD
YOUR INVESTMENT

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

Line editing: correcting
repetition, consistency, clarity,
pacing, flow, overused words,
and other sentence level
errors.

Copy editing: correcting issues
related to spelling, grammar,
usage, punctuation, formatting,
and other word level errors. 

One consultation to discuss
the manuscript with the author. 
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Premium  Editing Package

An edit that takes your book
through the three main stages,
ensuring it flows well and is
checked one final time to
eliminate lingering errors. This
service works best for self-
publishing authors who have
developed their unique voice
and writing style, and won't
need a deep dive into their
manuscript. 

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

$0.018 PER WORD
YOUR INVESTMENT

LET'S WORK TOGETHER
Proofreading: addressing
minor, lingering errors, to
ensure you present a final
manuscript that is as close to
error-free as possible. 
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One consultation to discuss
the manuscript.

Line editing: correcting
repetition, consistency,
clarity, pacing, flow,
overused words, and other
sentence level errors.

Copy editing: correcting
issues related to spelling,
grammar, usage,
punctuation, formatting,
and other word level errors. 



Deluxe  Editing Package

A thorough manuscript
evaluation to show you the
strengths and weaknesses in
your manuscript before
editing begins is included in
this package. This provides
you an opportunity to correct
issues on your own, improve
your writing style, and get a
full edit that'll ensure your
book is publication ready. 

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

$0.02 PER WORD
YOUR INVESTMENT

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

Proofreading: addressing
minor, lingering errors, to
ensure you present a final
manuscript that is as close to
error-free as possible. 
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Two consultations to discuss
the manuscript.

Line editing: correcting
repetition, consistency,
clarity, pacing, flow,
overused words, and other
sentence level errors.
Copy editing: correcting
issues related to spelling,
grammar, usage,
punctuation, formatting,
and other word level errors. 

Manuscript evaluation:
identifying problem areas
and providing a guide to
correct them.



LET'S WORK TOGETHER

The Elite
Editing
Package

ARE YOU READY TO TAKE YOUR
WRITING TO THE NEXT LEVEL?

$0.03 PER WORD

MY MOST BOOKED
SERVICE

YOUR INVESTMENT

SUMMARY:

The full editing
experience

Go through every stage of editing with
one-on-one coaching from the editor.

Ask questions as often as you need to,
ensuring your growth as an author.

The recommended service for new
authors or experienced authors who
are switching genres.
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What
You'll Get

1

2

3

Initial Consultation
Before I begin services, we'll have a
one-hour consultation to discuss the
manuscript, your goals and vision for
the project, navigate publishing
options, and strategize a plan for
marketing to your ideal reader. 

Manuscript Evaluation
After our call, I'll begin to read the
manuscript and preform the
evaluation. There are no changes
made to the manuscript at this time.
All feedback is added to a separate
report and sent as a PDF to the
author.

Two More Conusltations
These consultations can happen
whenever you'd like. I suggest having
them after the manuscript evaluation
and after the first round of
developmental editing. If more
consultations are needed, they will be
added at no additional charge.
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4

5

6

7

Several Rounds of
Developmental Editing
Developmental editing is a heavy
edit that focuses solely on your
content. Big picture issues impacting
the strength and viability of the
manuscript are identified and
corrected. These include pace,
conflict, tension, flow, character
development, time jumps, narrative
arcs, and perspective. 

Several Rounds of Line and
Copy Editing
Line editing corrects issues like
repetition, consistency, clarity,
pacing, flow, overused words, and
other sentence level errors.
Copy editing will correct issues
related to spelling, grammar, usage,
punctuation, formatting, and other
word level errors. 

Proofreading
This service addresses minor,
lingering errors, to ensure you present
a final manuscript that is as close to
error-free as possible. 

Free Revisions for the Life of
the Manuscript
I stand behind my work. If you find an
error or want another review at any
time, please let me know and I'll
accommodate you at no additional
charge.
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Manuscript
Evaluation

$250
This is an in-depth report that
details the strength and viability of
your manuscript.

Proofreading
$0.04
per
word

This is the final edit that should take
place after all other services,
including formatting, are complete.

Copy Editing
$0.06
per
wod

This service corrects errors at the
word level, including missing and
misused words, and word choice
enhancement.

Individual Services
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Line Editing
$0.08
per
word

This service corrects sentence level
errors, including wordiness,
repetition, sentence structure, and
syntax.

Developmental
Editing

$0.01
per
word

This edit focuses on big picture
issues like flow, consistency, chapter
structure, and character
development.

Consultations
$50 for
30
minutes

Consultations allow you to speak
directly with the editor and ask
anything you'd like.

Individual Services
Continued
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The first draft

reveals the art, the

revisions reveal the

artist.
- MICHAEL LEE
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Testimonials

Jessica Cage

MyKisha Mac

Theresa Hodge

"Megan is awesome at what she does.
She is professional, thorough at what she
does, and always punctual. So glad to
have found her! I highly recommend her
services."

"I know I speak for most authors when I
say this, we truly appreciate an editor
who's just as passionate about giving us
the best version of our books as we are.
That means a lot and is the reason why
we return to your services."

"Megan has edited and proofread
several of my manuscripts, and she
doesn't disappoint. She is very
professional, courteous, and is really easy
to work with. I thank God I found her, and
I look forward to her editing more of my
work in the future!"
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FAQ's
How long does editing take?

How should manuscripts be submitted and how will they be returned?

What is your refund policy?

Does your contract include an NDA?

How can I ask other questions?

The timeline depends on the length of your manuscript and the service(s) you
select. For a timeline for your project, please submit your word count and the
service(s) you're interested in to Info@JosephEditorialServices.com.

Manuscripts should be sent via email to Megan@JosephEditorialServices.com
as unlocked Microsoft Word Documents. They will be returned with tracked
changes and comments enabled, and password protected. The password is
sent in a separate email. 

The deposit and consultations are non-refundable. For any project, the
deposit is 50 percent of the total editing cost. 

Yes. The NDA is included in the contract you will e-sign before services
begin. It prohibits me from sharing your work with anyone without your
written consent.

If you have questions, please email me at:
Info@JosephEditorialServices.com. It takes me approximately three
business days to reply to emails. 
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Megan

SCHEDULE A CALL LEARN MORE

For over five years, I've worked with some
of the best authors from every genre. I'd
love to add your future bestseller to our

portfolio! Please let me know when you're
ready to move forward or if you have any
questions. I look forward to hearing from

you!

One of my greatest joys is helping authors bring their vision to life. The feeling
of triumph after the editing process is complete is incomparable and I hope to
have an opportunity to share that experience with you!

Finding the right editor is one of the most important steps you'll take to become
a published author. Allow me to show you why so many entrust me with their
work.

Let's Get Started!

Megan@JosephEditorialServices.com
www.JosephEditorialServices.com
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